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I spent one whole day in fasting and prayer up in the mountains there by myself out in the woods. I took
my three books with me that morning. I took time to build kind of a rock alter that I laid them on as I
studied and meditated and prayed. And I began to sense some things about the Kingdom of God. I had
to come down that night, and preached on the principles, the principles of the Gospel. They asked me to
preach on that and I did. But I preached on the principles of life for a new depth and appreciation came
to me on those principles on that occasion.
I felt a great endowment of the Spirit of God, and the next morning we had a wonderful prayer meeting.
One of our apostles was present presiding over that prayer service, and I was aware of what was taking
place. I felt the movement of the Spirit of God among his people. I saw the apostle before me, but then I
had a strange experience, because it seemed as though the end of that tabernacle was just rolled back. I
looked right past the apostle, although I was much aware of his being there, and I saw out into endless
space. I saw beyond the scope of vision of the eye. I saw into the bosom of eternity. And I marveled that
God could part the mantle of his vail and permit an individual such as myself to catch a glimpse for a
few fleeting seconds of that which is beyond time.
And I saw a ray of light around which all things centered, so bright you couldn't look up at it directly.
And I wondered, what is this? And I saw people too, multitudes of people. It looked like numberless,
countless numbers of people, gathering, just seemed to be drawn toward this light. And even as these
questions formed in my mind it was as though someone spoke into my inner ear and said these are the
holy men of all ages gathering before the Throne of Grace. Oh, I've read about the fact that God is
beyond time. I even read in the scriptures that he knew the past, the present, the future all together. I
had never known it this way before. I didn't know I could even see it, and could see the fact that all
those men who had already passed on, those men who were present, and I sensed their presence, and
those who were yet unborn could all be related at one time to God. And this great company of the
faithful were united in their purpose preparing for the great culmination of God's marvelous and
mysterious act, the great consummation of Zion.
Well, I marveled at this experience and I saw, too, the outline of what I perceived to be the Holy City.
And you know, it was shrouded with clouds and I knew it must be a beautiful city, and I felt what a
shame to think these dark depressing clouds hang over and occlude most of it out so it's obscure to the
vision, and I wondered what it meant.
And you know, I was told some things and these clouds seemed like such little things that I was really
surprised that we hadn't removed them long ago. But I was told that these clouds have to do with the
way we teach our children regarding such simple things as keeping the Sabbath, to keep it holy and that
our children grow up and really never understand that Sunday is the Lord's day. That it is the day that
commemorates the coming forth of our Lord from the tomb. It's not our day at all. It's HIS DAY. That
our bodies need to be refreshed, replenished. We need to be restored spiritually. We need to be related
to his glorious coming forth on that day. That it's not just another day of work or recreation, but it's a
day when we need to have communion with God. And I was surprised that such a little thing could
sometimes stand in the way of the great culmination of Zion.
And I was told that our concept of stewardship has often been narrowed to a mere mosaic approach to
finances. Just an accounting of money instead of the joyous accounting for the totality of life and for the
relating of our life to his Kingdom's purpose and our commitment fully, of which the finances is but one
expression of that commitment.

And so our children sometimes grow up not knowing what it is to be a steward under God in the world
in which we live, but only think about giving money or filling out papers.
And somehow we've failed to teach our children about the sanctity of marriage and its true purpose. And
our children grow up thinking, well, if this doesn't work, we'll try another one. And somehow they don't
seem to understand or to appreciate that marriage in the truest sense is a sacramental relationship. It's
where God enters into a covenant between two people and where they can give themselves fully and
wholly and express themselves without remorse of conscience and guilt, and feelings of fear, and can
have a union that's joyful, that sustains, that's complimentary opposites one to another, that fulfills and
gives joy and happiness and hope and those things which give strength to each individual who takes
part in a true marriage.
Sometimes we haven't taught our children how to preserve themselves for this experience so they don't
have to look back with remorse and sorrow and broken hearts upon their experimentation of an earlier
day. And such things as not teaching our children these principles have indeed detracted from the
culmination of the Zionic expression.
Sometimes we've not become true disciples because we've lacked discipline of mind and body, and we've
been controlled by physical appetites rather than preserving this temple of God, holy and sacred and
committing it to his expression. These things were impressed upon me as well.
And it was impressed upon me that sometimes we accept the standards of morality which the world
expresses and we have not been true to our covenant relationship regarding that communion which we
promised to have with Christ and commitment to His cause, but instead have sometimes compromised
these principles and accepted those things which are not of His Kingdom.
Then, too, I was told that we have failed to worship with a full heart, but have held reservations which
have limited our spiritual insights and withheld from us the blessings of His Kingdom, the spiritual
blessings which are so necessary and which do come to those who have faith in Him and who will make
that kind of preparation which brings them into being.
And then, too, we sometimes fail to teach our children the fact that they must be dedicated. We must
remind them occasionally what happened when we blessed them or had them blessed by the elders in
the church. How we were presenting them to God, how we were accepting responsibility to bring them
up in the nurture and the admonition of the Lord, and to bring them into communion with God which is
our responsibility for which we shall be held accountable. And we have not taught them that in due time
they should make a covenant of sacrifice, that their covenant by sacrifice will be drawn together in the
great Zionic relationship.
So one thing after another came before my vision and my understanding that day which gave me insight
into the truthfulness of this great cause of the kingdom and which shall surely be fulfilled in our time.
There are other things I'd like to tell you, insights that I received, but I see my time is slipping away.
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